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The Fire Within is a fantasy book by Chris D’Lacey, and if you decide to read this 
book, you can choose if you think there is really fire within!  Also, if you read this book 
and love it, there is a whole series you can read.  This book is about a tenant named 
David who was looking at a room to rent owned by Elizabeth Pennykettle (Liz) and her 
daughter Lucy.  David ended up renting the room and living with them.  The Pennykettle 
house was full of dragons made out of clay that Liz kilted in the Dragon's Den and sold 
for a living.  There are special dragons that helps the characters like the one Liz made 
for David named Gadzooks.  He is a writing dragon who has a pencil and notepad. 
Gadzooks helps David write a story when he is stuck by having David close his eyes 
and imagine Gadzooks write a word on his pad.  That gave David a clue of what to write 
next.  The story David is writing is called Snigger and the Nutbeast.  It’s about Conker 
the squirrel and it is for Lucy’s birthday.  Lucy beggs David to help her find Conker and 
get him to safety.  Throughout the story they get closer to finding Conker and saving 
him.  David thought all the dragons were fake, but is there really fire within the dragons? 
Read The Fire Within and the series to find out!  Next, I’m going to tell you why I love 
this book. 

There are many different ways I love The Fire Within.  One is that the book isn’t 
just about the mystery of Conker the Squirrel, but it is also about clay dragons and their 
fire.  Also, I like how readers want to know if the dragons are real so they want to keep 
reading the whole series.  It is suspenseful and fun to read and there is never a spot 
where the readers are bored!  I love all the characters because they’re different and the 
book shows their personality.  For example, Lucy is energetic, David is helpful and 
caring, and Liz is a little strict.  David makes Lucy a story and helps her find Conker, 
and Liz is always mad when David does something wrong.  The characters become a 
family throughout the story.  One setting I like is the Scrubbley Library Garden.  I like 
this place because it is peaceful and has a garden with animals.  I think the climax is a 
good part because that was when David and Lucy saved Conker.  This book also is 
sometimes funny.  That is why I love this book and next I’m going to tell you who should 
read it. 

I think anyone who likes fantasy books should read this book.  If you like to read 
Harry Potter or other fantasy books, you will love this book.  I think 3rd graders and 
older could read this book because it’s easy to read and moves quickly even though it it 
long.  Adults could read this book with their child because it’s entertaining for all ages. 
Open the cover and read the series to see if there is really fire within!  


